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1. Military Intelligence contact continued:

. Everything is being coordinated and the funds were finally situated at 3:30am EST

this morning Sat 12 Dec for what we have been waiting for FOREVER to pay out the

final accounts (downstream liquidity in payouts to lowest level...

2. ... accounts Over the initial 72 hours after the shotgun release starts approx Mon 14 Dec);

. They are finishing this weekend the final settlements, closings, and processing of the master major accounts--that's what

started at 3:30 am EST today Sat 12/12 when Trump, the...

3. ... top 5 Chinese Elders, and everyone got on the same page to start the release process;

. They are ON IT and Tue 15 Dec is the date to start Tue-into-Wed 15-16 Dec--it would take a major BOMB of interference

to move it from that date—he said PLEASE PRAY.

4. . Trump wants everything FINISHED by Wed 23 Dec by mid-day--so the RV teams are pressing extremely HARD this

weekend to get things ready, closed, funds settled in accounts GLOBALLY in all the levels, tiers 1-4, to start on time next

week;(edited)

[10:42 PM]

5. . They will move forward within A 72-HOUR PERIOD with MON 14 DEC as INTENDED kick-off day but it WON'T REACH

T4B till TUE-WED 15-16 at the earliest; currently they EXPECT T4B start APPROX. WED 16 DEC but it could go beyond

that;

6. . Trump still intends to be inaugurated on 20 Jan 2021; based on the plan POTUS has with DoD and military white hats,

Trump inauguration WILL HAPPEN and BIDEN WILL NOT BE THE NEXT PRESIDENT as all know already behind the

scenes in DC;

7. . Ignore the media--that's the public side; the above info is what is known privately now;

. The private side (currency holders) he said just get in as soon as 800# notifications come out--if currency holders wish to

buy more Dong, WF and Chase have opened sales for...
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8. purchase till it's closed down once things go next week;

. They are working HARD ON THE RV RELEASE--this weekend it is believed that they will make it to get T4B currency

holders started in exchanges / redemptions by WED - THU 16-17 DEC IF ALL GOES TO PLAN, PLEASE PRAY THAT...

9. ... IT DOES he said;

. They got through the legal issues related to the final release with DOJ & AG Barr:(edited)

[10:43 PM]

Continued in next tweet...
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